Abstract-The main objective of this paper is to detect vandal and vandalism by monitoring recorded video sequences. Vandalism is one of the most commonly occurring crimes in the society that indirectly affects the economy of the country. The proposed algorithm takes in the input from the video extracted from surveillance camera which prevails in public places. Further, it is converted into frames and subtracted with the background to detect the foreground object. The background subtracted image contains both human and nonhuman moving objects. In order to differentiate human pixels and other moving objects in the video sequence, discriminative features are extracted using deep architecture and classified using SVM classifier. Deep features proved to be highly discriminative when compared with the handcrafted Histogram of Oriented Gradients features. By analyzing the dwell time of the person in the restricted scene and his motion pattern with time and significant change in background vandalism act is declared and the person is considered as vandal. The proposed method was evaluated on the videos collected from You Tube with the contents taken during night time, multiple vandals, car vandals etc.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent days, the tremendous increase in the destruction of government buildings, littering the tourist attractions, damaging the traffic signs, defacing the statues and scribbling on historical monuments by the public has encouraged more research into the field of vandalism detection. The act of vandalism does not restrict itself only to public places but also includes damage caused to one's own property. Moreover, vandalism in different social contexts (tourism settings, classroom, traffic sign etc.) has not only escalated with time but also lowered the nation's economy. In today's scenario, surveillance cameras prevail everywhere but their usage to prevent vandalism should be made inevitable.
The vandalism detection in video surveillance becomes a difficult task because of the following challenges: 1) the difficulty in distinguishing between the normal behavior and vandalism activity in the restricted region. It also becomes difficult to differentiate graffiti and street art. 2) the underlying difficulty in vandalism detection is due to its application dependency since it changes for every social context. 3) deficient of real vandalism video sequences and datasets to work with. 4) the act of vandalism is complex since it mostly occurs at night and it also occurs at a faster rate.
Vandalism is defined as the crime of intentionally damaging one's property or destroying something that is good which includes behavior such as breaking windows, slashing tires, graffiti etc. According to the Scottish Crime Survey, 181,000 vandalism offences have been reported in 2017 of which 30% were done by teenagers of age 14-20. The Times has also reported that vandalism is the most important issue that worries all the families.
Significant amount of work has already been reported in the field of vandalism, with each system employing its own unique technique. A series of studies was performed by Ghazal et.al [1, 2] to detect vandalism. In his first experimentation on detecting vandalism [1] , a simple methodology is adopted without involving object recognition task. Vandalism act is declared when an object enters the scene and causes an illicit change inside an area prone to vandalism. Here, since object classification phase is not included other than human causing change may also be reported as vandalism. In his second experimentation, Ghazal et.al [2] designed an automated vandalism detection system by monitoring and evaluating changes inside predefined restricted sites as objects enter or exit these sites. In this system, an effective background model with high immunity to background noise and illumination changes proposed for moving target detections. But, Human and other moving objects are not differentiated. Whereas, this method is effective in detecting and tracking vandals, handling changing illumination and conditions, occlusions, and segmentation errors and fast approach with high detection rate.
Angiati et al. [3] addressed the Graffiti drawing a vandal act which has been increased in recent days with algorithm which uses low level and high level image processing modules to detect and track the vandals which works at a rate of 15 frames per second. The low level modules are aimed at noise filtering and change detection operations and high level image processing modules are used to detect and track the objects in the image. However, this system does not spot the vandal whereas; it detects only the changes caused by the vandal. The study conducted by Jing Wang et.al [4] presents automatic and live graffiti detection system using CCTV cameras through human shape and head curve recognition. This works adopts head tracking algorithm by Mean Shift based edge detection technique. Head contours proved to be an effective human identification method even in crowded scenes. Head contours are recognized by Canny algorithm. The "Ω" curve matching is done to extract the head which is the rigid part of our body. This method is Versatile Defacement Detection by Monitoring Video Sequences Using Deep Learning R. Newlin Shebiah, and S. Arivazhagan mostly applicable for graffiti detection in bus stops. The overall objective of Prabhakar et.al [5] is to prevent closing highways for cleaning up graffiti. This paper proposes a smart graffiti clean-up system based on an autonomous Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) platform. This smart clean system is based on edge detection and machine learning algorithms to realize the detection and tracking of graffiti image in real time. The data set which contains graffiti images are trained using machine learning techniques which will be used for the detections of the graffiti patterns. This will automate the process of detecting the location of the graffiti based on the edge detection technique and the model will be able to estimate the area of the graffiti. To achieve obstacle detection, and collision, a smart navigation approach is also proposed with the help of LiDAR and external camera. The overall graffiti cleanup system contains hardware and software that allow the user to use spray enamel with the reach and scale of an autonomous UAV.
The paper by Fadhelet.al [6] is concerned with addressing the moving objects by using morphological techniques. The early stage in detection is segmentation that uses Gaussian Background model to estimate the background model and Sum Average Difference (SAD) to obtain difference in the pixel of two consecutive frames. The image is disintegrated into small blocks to tackle illumination changes. Opening and Closing are the two morphological operations used for post processing. The first smoothens the contour of the image and the latter eliminates small holes in the contour.
Fatlawi et.al [7] presented a comparison of varied neural networks for graffiti recognition. This paper provides a comparative study of three classifiers namely single neural network (SNN) classifier, parallel neural network (PNN) classifier and tree structured neural network (TNN) classifier. Back propagation algorithm is used to optimize the network parameters. SNN identifies only the digits 0-9 and also alphabets. PNN identifies the special characters and space. TNN resulted in 100% accuracy.
The main contribution of this paper to detect vandalism by monitoring and evaluating changes inside predefined restricted sites as human enter or exit these sites. The advantages of the proposed method are: 1) effective detection of moving targets in varying illumination and occlusion, 2) effective feature extraction using Deep learning for discriminating human and other moving objects, 3) applicable in different social environments such as graffiti detection, theft at construction sites, damage to assets owned by someone.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed methodology for Vandalism Detection. Section 3 presents the results of the proposed vandalism detection method and 3 concludes the paper.
II. METHODOLOGY USED
The proposed method detects graffiti by tracking the vandal and detecting the changes caused by the person in the background. This methodology is also applicable in case of spraying paints on the walls, scribbling on the traffic signs and damaging the statues.
The block diagram of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig.1 .The input video file is converted into frames and are subtracted with the background. The motion blob is extracted from the subtracted image for further processing. By feature extraction, the motion blobs are classified as human or background. The blob interaction with the static background is estimated and the changes caused by the blob are obtained using background change detection.
A. Background Subtraction
Background Subtraction is a technique which allows the image's foreground to be extracted for further processing. It is a widely used approach for detecting moving objects from static cameras. The most basic technique of background subtraction is through basic motion detection via temporal median filter put forward by Q. Zhou et.al [8] . Gaussian mixture model accounted by Stauffer and Grimson [9] provides description for both foreground and background objects. Elgammal et.al [10] has proposed an unstructured approach to model a multimodal PDF. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is used to extract the foreground objects. The study conducted by Seki et.al [11] tried to explore beyond the usual idea by estimating the co-occurrence of image variations.
In the proposed algorithm, the initial frame is set as the background frame. The current frames in the video are subtracted with the background frame. In this study, it is done by estimating the difference of the frames in the HSV plane and noise removal using median filter. Consider a video object Vi. In order to detect the foreground objects,
B(x, y) -C(x,y) >T
( 1) where B(x,y) represents the pixels of background frame, C(x,y) represents the pixels of current frame and T is the threshold value. The foreground objects in the video object above the threshold value are obtained. This algorithm resists the illumination changes and eliminates the noise in the image.
B. Blob Estimation and Tracking
Blob extraction methods aim at extracting the group of human pixels and provides a way to track them from one image to the next and tracking involves detection of blob as it moves around the scene. However, it becomes a challenging task due to local motion in background such as waving tree, rippling water etc. The work by Kumar & Yadav [12] proposed an efficient method for object tracking using Kalman filtering. The algorithm presented in the paper [13] is an automatic video object tracking algorithm that uses Region of Interest (ROI) to evaluate the shape of the detected object, the intensity level, location of the object are all tracked in the software implementation.
In the proposed method, in order to determine the pixels in the obtained foreground image to be a blob (group of human pixels), features are extracted using deep learning technique. The blobs are indicated by bounding boxes.
where Vi is the video object, Pi is the blob (human pixels) detected using deep learning which appears to be inside the video object Viand MBBi is the minimum bounding box used to mark the Pi. The motion of the blob is also tracked using the centroid values of the bounding boxes. 
C. Feature extraction using deep learning
Alexnet [14] is a convolutional neural network that uses deep learning toolbox for feature extraction. This network is eight layers deep and can classify images into 1000 categories. It has 5 convolutional layers and 3 fully connected layers. In between the layers, pooling and activation is done. Feature extraction involves extracting higher level of information from raw pixel values that can capture distinction among the categories involved. This feature extraction is done in an unsupervised manner. After the feature is extracted, the classification module is trained with the images and their associated tables. The classification module here is Support Vector Machine classifier.
The input to the Alex net is an RGB image of size 256×256. This means that all the images in the training set and all the test images need to be 256×256. Random crops of size 227×227 were generated from inside the 256×256 image to feed the first layer of Alex net. The first two Convolutional layers are followed by the Overlapping Maximum Pooling layer. The third, fourth and fifth convolutional layers are connected directly. The fifth convolutional layer is followed by an Overlapping Maximum Pooling layer, the output of which goes into a series of two fully connected layers.
The second fully connected layer feeds the output to the SVM classifier. Support Vector Machine is a supervised machine learning algorithm which is used mostly in classification purposes. Classification is performed by finding the hyper-plane that differentiates the two classesPedestrian and background. In SVM, it is easier to have a linear hyper-plane between the two classes. SVM has a technique called kernel trick. It converts non-separable problem to separable problem.
D. Blob interaction with static background
Tracking the blob and detecting its interaction with the background in video sequences of surveillance camera is now-a-days a demanding application. Earlier methods include contour based, feature based and region based detection. The study by Cohen et.al [15] advanced the tracking of moving objects in airborne platform. Clustering techniques are used to merge the detected blobs.
In this methodology, to verify whether the blob interacts with the background, the dwell time of the blob in successive frames is estimated. The distance travelled by the blob in each frames is and plotted to determine the degree of movement of the blob. If the distance value is zero for a certain number of frames, it means that the blob is static for a consecutive number of frames and it is concluded that the blob is static and some vandal activity is likely to takes place.
Vandalism(.,Vi): (Pi⊂Vi)^Pis
where Pi is the detected blob is inside the video object Vi and Pis means that the blob is static.If the distance value varies, it means that the blob is in motion.
Normal(Pi): (Pi⊂Vi)^Pim
where Pim means the blob Pi is inside the video object Viand it is in motion. In order to conclude that vandalism has happened, the background is checked for changes. If the occurrence of vandal activity is concluded, the altered background is subjected to change detection. It is derived by replacing the pixels of the detected blob with the original pixels. To confirm that the blob inside the video object has committed vandalism, 
Vandalism (Vi): (C(x,y)≠IB(x,y)^ (Pi⊂Vi))^Pis
where IB(x,y) is the background change detected in the current frame and blob Pi is inside the video object Vi and the blob Pis which was static and has just left the frame.
E. Background change detection
Change detection is defined as the process of identifying differences in the state of an object by observing it different times. Pre-processing techniques are used to achieve atmospheric correction for better detection of change in the paper recommended by Minu et.al [16] . A detailed survey on detecting regions of change in multiple images of the same scene is presented by Radke et. al [17] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For evaluating the proposed method for background detection and human identification videos from pets 2006 dataset and the data collected from youtube are used. For evaluating the effectiveness of deep features INRIA dataset (background images) and Campus dataset (Pedestrian Images) are used. Fig. 4 For validation, the input video (Andover Vandalism video) used is of size is 473KB and of 9 seconds long. The vandal enters the video at the 18 th frame i.e. at 7 th second and writes on the wall using a black spray paint. Fig.5 shows the sequence of events taking place to detect graffiti. In case of vandalism, both the vandal and the graffiti are detected. Fig. 6 (a) and (b) shows the dwell time of the person inside the video. Fig. 6(a) shows the normal movement of the blob inside the video object. Fig. 6(b) shows the movement of the blob when graffiti occur. Thus, the average distance moved by the human serves as a discriminative measure for defining vandalaism. The second video taken for practical implementation is Graffiti vandal damaging a store. The video size is 29.7MB and its duration is 1 minute 45 seconds. The total number of frames is 1576. The vandal enters the video at 10 th second which corresponds to 1428 frame. The vandal starts scribbling on the storefront using a black spray paint. Fig. 7 shows the list of events in identifying the vandal and the graffiti. Fig. 8 (a), (b) shows the variation in graphs during the normal behavior of the vandal and during graffiti. Since the vandal doesn't move within a certain distance when graffiti takes place, a slight change in the distance value produces a long curve in the graph as shown in Fig. 8(b) .
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper a versatile vandal and vandalism detection that makes significant changes to the region of interest. The proposed methodology with deep features for human detection and simple logical operations serves as an effective tool in detecting vandalism. This procedure becomes efficient during both night and day. Any action of vandalism in society brings disturbance and insecurity that in turn also affects the country's social, political, environmental, ecological, and economic growth as the reason for any vandal actions is interconnected.
